Case Report

Intramuscular Dendritic Fibromyxolipoma of Thigh - A Rare Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Dendritic fibromyxolipomas are very rare, benign soft tissue tumours that have only been recently described in literature. The tumour is distinguished by the slender cytoplasmic processes of the spindle cells, prominent vascular pattern and a myxoid and collagenous background along with few vacuolated, mature adipocytes. It is extremely rare for this tumour to occur in the extremities. We report a case of a 68 year old female presenting with a mass over the right thigh since 3 years. Histopathological examination and immunohistochemistry diagnosed the case as a dendritic fibromyxolipoma, a rare and distinct soft tissue tumour with the close differentials of low-grade myxoid liposarcoma, spindle cell lipoma and solitary fibrous tumour. The tumour was completely excised and post-operative period was uneventful.
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INTRODUCTION

Dendritic fibromyxolipoma (DFML) is a rather recently reported benign soft tissue lesion most commonly of the subcutaneous tissue or muscle fascia. It has been reported mostly in the head and neck region, shoulders, calf, foot or back in adult male patients.¹ It shares clinicopathological features with other soft tissue lesions like the rare myxoid variant of spindle cell lipoma (SCL) and solitary fibrous tumour (SFT). It is considered to be a variant of spindle cell lipoma but with the distinctive dendritic processes, myxoid change and a prominent vascular pattern.² These tumours are typically positive for CD34, Bcl-2 and Vimentin.³ We report an extremely rare case of a 68-year-old female patient with a mass over the right thigh that was diagnosed as DFML on immunohistochemistry. Very few cases of DFML have been reported in literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the second case of a DFML reported in the right thigh.

CASE REPORT

A 68-year-old female patient presented with a painless slow-growing mass over the antero-lateral aspect of the right thigh over a period of 3 years. There was no history of pain and increase in size. The patient had no history of similar swelling or any relevant medical or surgical history. Physical examination revealed a single, non-mobile, soft to firm, non-tender subcutaneous swelling over the right thigh. The mass was completely excised and sent for histopathological examination.
On gross examination the mass measured 9x6x4cm and was well-encapsulated with a glistening, smooth, grey-white external surface. The cut surface was grey-white and yellowish in colour with a myxoid appearance. Few areas of haemorrhage were seen (Figure 1).

![Figure 1A: External surface of the tumour is well-encapsulated, lobulated and glistening.](image1)
![Figure 1B: Cut surface shows firm grey-white and mucoid areas with few brownish areas of haemorrhage.](image2)

Microscopic examination of the sections revealed mostly hypocellular tumour with focal cellular areas, containing an admixture of myxomatous, adipomatous, fibrocollagenous and fibrovascular elements in varying proportions. Fatty component showed mature adipocytes both scattered and in clusters. The main component was a proliferation of spindle cells which were uniform, bland-looking and stellate-shaped with small round to oval nuclei and scant cytoplasm. Higher magnification revealed fine cytoplasmic dendritic processes. The cells were seen on a background of abundant myxoid stroma and ropy collagen. Plexiform blood vessels and diffuse infiltration by mast cells was also seen. No mitotic activity, necrosis or giant cells were identified (Figures 2A and 2B).

![Figure 2A: Low power view showing hypocellular and cellular areas with spindly and stellate cells against a myxoid background along with mature adipocytes, plexiform blood vessels (white arrow) and ropy collagen.](image3)
![Figure 2B: High power view showing mature adipocytes, mast cells (black arrow) and stellate cells with drawn-out cytoplasmic processes on a myxoid background.](image4)
The dendritic processes of the stellate-shaped cells were strongly highlighted by CD34 and Vimentin (Figures 3A and 3B). Bcl-2 was strongly positive in the mast cells and the stellate cells (Figure 4A). S-100 was negative (Figure 4B). Toluidine blue stain also highlighted the mast cells (Figure 5). A final histopathological diagnosis of dendritic fibromyxolipoma was made.

**DISCUSSION**

DFML is a very rare and benign tumour of the soft tissue and was initially reported in 1998 by Suster et al. It has mostly been reported in adult males in the shoulder, neck, face and upper back. It is typically slow-growing and very well-circumscribed. Microscopically, the typical picture shows bland spindle cells on a background of abundant myxoid stroma, anastomosing blood vessels, ropy collagen bundles and mast cells. The dendritic processes of the stellate-shaped spindle cells have been confirmed on electron microscopy \[2\] and are best demonstrated by strong positivity for CD34 and Vimentin. \[4\]
The stellate cells are negative for S-100 stain, which is typical for DFML. [5] CD99 has also been reported positive in one case. [6] Karim et al also reported chondroid metaplasia in their case, the only known report so far. [2]

The histological features may be confused with many benign and malignant soft tissue lesions, such as SFT, SCL and low-grade myxoid liposarcoma (MLS). An important differential diagnosis in our case was MLS as the lesion showed abundant myxoid stroma along with rich network of capillaries, but the absence of mitotic activity and lipoblasts and the fact that the tumour was very well-encapsulated made the diagnosis unlikely. Also, immunohistochemically MLS is positive for S-100 but negative for CD34. [7]

SCL is a very close differential to DFML. The dendritic processes, plexiform capillary arrangement and abundance of short, thick, ropy collagen bundles are said to be the key differentiating features between the two lesions. [2] Another confusing differential is SFT. However, it is mostly seen arising in the thoracic cavity and has a characteristic ‘patternless pattern’ of bland spindle cells. The most important differentiating features from DFML are a ‘haemangiopericytoma-like’ pattern of blood vessels and absence of an adipose tissue component. [8]

Some other differentials include lipoblastoma, nodular fasciitis, low-grade myxofibrosarcoma and vascular myxolipomas. Lipoblastoma almost always occurs in infants which is not the case with DFML. The absence of lipoblasts is also a differentiating feature. Nodular fasciitis may have a spindle cells on a myxoid background with marked inflammation, but they are poorly encapsulated and are negative for CD34. [11] Myxofibrosarcomas show marked pleomorphism and mitotic activity as opposed to the bland nature of DFML. The vessels are curvilinear and not plexiform as is seen in DFML. Vascular myxolipomas have numerous vessels on a background of myxoid stroma and adipocytes, but lack the collagenous and spindle cell component of DFML. [2]

CONCLUSION

DFML is a rare benign soft tissue lesion that has an uncertain origin and histologic nature, and is thought to be an intermediate tumour between SCL and SFT. [9] In this article, to our knowledge, we report the second case of DFML in the thigh and the first in a female occurring in the same region. It is necessary for clinicians and pathologists to be aware of this newer entity as it could be misdiagnosed as other benign as well as malignant soft tissue neoplasms. Careful histopathological and immunohistochemical evaluation, along with clinical features and gross examination would help towards diagnosis. It is hoped that this article would contribute to the existing literature on this recently reported unique entity.
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